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<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Penitential Act with Invocations</td>
<td>No instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. When We Eat This Bread</td>
<td>Instrument I, II in C, Instrument I, II in Bb, Instrument I, II in Eb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Glory to God
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Glory to God
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Bbmaj7  Am7  F  C  Gm  Am7  D(no3rd)

Dm  F/C  Bb6  Am7  Gm7  Am7  Dm  Dm7/C

Bbmaj7  F/A  Gm  Gm7/F  Gm  Am7  D(no3rd)
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Gm7  Ebmaj7  D(no3rd)  Dm  Am7

F  C  Gm7  Am7  Dm

Am7  Bb  C  D  Bbmaj7  Am7  D(no3rd)
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VERSE (chanted)

\[\begin{align*}
\text{C} & \quad \text{C7} \\
& \quad \text{D.S. al Fine}
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{a tempo} & \\
\text{a tempo} & \\
\text{a tempo} & 
\end{align*}\]
Alleluia

Mass of the Most Holy Trinity
Ken Canedo
Instrument arr. by KC

Solo Instrument in Bb, I, II & III

INTRO REFRAIN (Cantor)
REFRAIN (Assembly)

Melody
Harmony
Harmony II

D D7

G

C/E G D

Em C maj7

G/D C/D G/D C/D Am G/B Am/C D G C/G G

Fine
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Alleluia

Mass of the Most Holy Trinity
Ken Canedo
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Solo Instrument in Eb, I, II & III

INTRO A A7 REFRAIN (Cantor)

Melody

Harmony

Harmony II

REFRAIN (Assembly)

D G/B D A Bm G maj7

D/A G/A D/A G/A Em D/F# Em/G A D G/D D Fine
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VERSE (chanted)

\[\text{Mass of the Most Holy Trinity: (Solo Instrument in Eb, I, II & III) pg 2 of 2}\]

\[\text{A tempo}\]

\[\text{A7 D.S. al Fine}\]
Lenten Gospel Acclamation  

Solo Instrument in C, I, II & III
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Ken Canedo
Instrument arr. by KC

Preview
VERSES (chanted freely)

D.S. al Fine
Lenten Gospel Acclamation

Solo Instrument in Bb, I, II & III

INTRO

REFRAIN (Cantor)

Melody

Harmony

Harmony II

REFRAIN (Assembly)

G

(a tempo)

Fmaj7  Em7

D

(a tempo)

Fine
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VERSES (chanted freely)  

D.S. al Fine
Gm  Dm  Eb
F
Bb  F

Gm  Dm 1  Gm  Cm  Gm
2  Gm  Cm  Gm

Ebmaj7  Cm  Gm/D  Dm7  Ebmaj7  Dm7  Cm  G
We Proclaim Your Death

Solo Instrument in C, I, II & III

Melody

Harmony

Harmony II

Eb   F   Bbm

Ab   Db   Eb

Ab/Eb   Eb   Dbmaj7   Cm7   F(no3rd)
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We Proclaim Your Death

Solo Instrument in Bb, I, II & III

Melody

Harmony

Harmony II
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When We Eat This Bread

Solo Instrument in C, I, II & III

Melody

Harmony

Harmony II
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When We Eat This Bread

Solo Instrument in Bb, I, II & III

Melody

Harmony

Harmony II
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When We Eat This Bread

Solo Instrument in Eb, I, II & III

Melody

Harmony

Harmony II
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Save Us, Savior

Mass of the Most Holy Trinity

Ken Canedo

Instrument arr. by KC

Solo Instrument in C, I, II & III

Melody

Harmony

Harmony II

Dbmaj7  Cm7  Bbm7  Cm7  Fm  Cm7

Dbmaj7  Cm7  Bbm7  Cm7  Fm  Cm7

Ab  Eb  F  Dbmaj7  Cm7

Bbm7  Cm7  Dbmaj7  Cm7  F(no3rd)
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Save Us, Savior

Melody

Harmony

Harmony II

Eb\text{maj7} & Dm7 & Cm7 & Dm7 & Gm & Dm7 \\

Bb & F & G & Eb\text{maj7} & Dm7 \\

Cm7 & Dm7 & Eb\text{maj7} & Dm7 & G(no3rd) \\
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Save Us, Savior

Solo Instrument in Eb, I, II & III
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Amen

Melody

Harmony

Harmony II
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Solo Instrument in Bb, I, II & III

Melody

Harmony

Harmony II

F  Ebmaj7  Dm7  G  (Optional repeat)
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Amen
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Lamb of God

Solo Instrument in Eb, I, II & III

Melody

Harmony

Harmony II
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Ken Canedo
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